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A BiBliogrAphy of Work on And By AlAin 
BAdiou in English
Compiled by paul Ashton
This bibliography presents a complete list of the work on and by Badiou currently 
available (as of 1/10/2006) in English. The bibliography separates the works by Badiou 
(further broken into the sub-sections: Books, Collections of  Essays, and Essays and Interviews), 
from the ‘Commentaries on Badiou’s Work’.
Works By AlAin BAdiou
BookS
MP Manifesto for Philosophy, trans. norman Madarasz, Albany, state university of 
new york press, 1999.
D Deleuze: The Clamor of  Being, trans. louise Burchill, Minneapolis, university of 
Minnesota press, 2000.
E Ethics: An Essay on the Understanding of  Evil, trans. peter hallward, london, Verso, 
2001.
SP Saint Paul: The Foundation of  Universalism, trans. ray Brassier, stanford, stanford 
university press, 2003.
BE Being and Event, trans. oliver feltham, london, Continuum, 2005.
M Metapolitics, trans. Jason Barker, london, Verso, 2005.
HI Handbook of  Inaesthetics, trans. Alberto Toscano, stanford, stanford university 
press, 2005.
TO Briefings on Existence: A Short Treatise on Transitory ontology, trans. norman Madarasz, 
Albany, state university of new york press, 2006.
TC The Century, trans. Alberto Toscano, london, polity, 2007 (forthcoming).
MAJoR WoRkS NoT YET TRANSLATED
TS Théorie du subjet, paris, seuil, 1982.




IT Infinite Thought: Truth and the Return to Philosophy, ed. and trans. Justin Clemens and 
oliver feltham, london, Continuum, 2003.
including:
‘philosophy and desire’, pp. 39-57.
‘philosophy and Truth’, pp. 58-68.
‘philosophy and politics’, pp. 69-78. 
‘philosophy and psychoanalysis’, pp. 79-90.
‘philosophy and Art’, pp. 91-108 (from Conditions, paris, seuil, 1992, pp. 
93-107).
‘philosophy and Cinema’, pp. 109-125 (from L’Art du Cinéma, no. 24, 1999).
‘philosophy and the “death of Communism”’, pp. 126-140 (from D’un 
désastre obscur, paris, Editions de l’Aube, 1998, pp. 7-25).
‘philosophy and the “War Against Terrorism”’, pp. 141-164.
‘The definition of philosophy’, pp. 165-168 (from Conditions, paris, seuil, 
1992, pp. 79-82).
‘ontology and politics: An interview with Alain Badiou’, pp. 169-194.
OB on Beckett, ed. and trans. Alberto Toscano and nina power, Manchester, 
Clinamen, 2003.
including:
‘The Writing of the generic’, pp. 1-36 (from Conditions, paris, seuil, 1992, 
pp. 329-66).
‘Tireless desire’, pp. 37-78 (from Beckett L’increvable désir, 1995).
‘Being, Existence, Thought: pose and Concept’, pp. 79-112 (from Handbook 
of  Inaesthesis, pp. 89-121).
‘What happens’, pp. 113-18.
TW Theoretical Writings, ed. and trans. ray Brassier and Alberto Toscano, london, 
Continuum Books, 2004.
including:
‘Mathematics and philosophy: The grand style and the little style’, pp. 
3-20 (unpublished).
‘philosophy and Mathematics: infinity and the End of romanticism’, pp. 
21-38 (from Conditions, paris, seuil, 1992, pp. 157-78).
‘The Question of Being Today’, pp. 39-48 (from Briefings on Existence, pp. 
33-44).
‘platonism and Mathematical ontology’, 49-58 (from Briefings on Existence, 
pp. 89-100).
‘The Being of number’, pp. 59-65 (from Briefings on Existence, pp. 125-132).
‘one, Multiple, Multiplicities’, pp. 67-80 (from multitudes, 1, 2000, pp. 195-
211).
‘spinoza’s Closed ontology’, pp. 81-93 (from Briefings on Existence, pp. 73-
88).
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‘The Event as Trans-Being’, pp. 97-102 (revised and expanded version of 
an essay of the same title from Briefings on Existence, pp. 59-62).
‘on subtraction’, pp. 103-17 (from Conditions, paris, seuil, 1992, pp. 179-
95).
‘Truth: forcing and the unnamable’, pp. 119-33 (from Conditions, paris, 
seuil, 1992, pp. 196-212).
‘kant’s subtractive ontology’, pp. 135-42 (from Briefings on Existence, pp. 
133-142).
‘Eight Theses on the universal’, pp. 143-52 (from Jelica sumic (ed.), 
Universal, Singulier, Subjet, paris, kimé, 2000, pp. 11-20).
‘politics as a Truth procedure’, pp. 153-60 (from Metapolitics, pp. 141-52).
‘Being and Appearance’, pp. 163-75 (from Briefings on Existence, pp. 153-
168).
‘notes Toward Thinking Appearance’, pp. 177-87 (unpublished).
‘The Transcendental’, pp. 189-220 (from a draft manuscript [now 
published] of Logiques des mondes, paris, seuil).
‘hegel and the Whole’, pp. 221-31 (from a draft manuscript [now published] 
of Logiques des mondes, paris, seuil).
‘language, Thought, poetry’, pp. 233-41 (unpublished).
P Polemics, trans. steve Corcoran, london, Verso, 2006 (forthcoming).
ESSAYS AND INTERvIEWS
‘on a finally objectless subject’, trans. Bruce fink, Topoi, no. 7, 1988, pp. 93-8. 
reproduced as: Alain Badiou, ‘on a finally objectless subject’, Who Comes After 
the Subject?, trans. Bruce fink, routledge, 1991, pp. 24-32.
‘gilles deleuze, The fold: leibniz and the Baroque’, in Constantin Boundas and 
dorethea olkowski (eds.), Deleuze and Theatre of  Philosophy, trans. Thelma sowley, 
new york, Columbia, 1994, pp. 51-69.
‘Beckett’s generic Writing’, trans. Alban urbanas, Journal of  Beckett Studies, vol. 4, no. 1, 
1994, pp. 13-21.
‘descartes/lacan’, trans. sigi Jöttkandt and daniel Collins, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 
13-7.
‘psychoanalysis and philosophy’, trans. raphael Comprone and Marcus Coelen, 
UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 19-26.
‘hegel’, trans. Marcus Coelen and sam gillespie, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 27-35.
‘What is love?’ trans. Justin Clemens, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 37-53.
‘is There a Theory of the subject in georges Canguilhem?’ trans. graham Burchell, 
Economy and Society, vol. 27, no. 2/3, 1998, pp. 225-33.
‘philosophy and politics’, trans. Thelma sowley, Radical Philosophy, 1999, pp. 29-32.
‘on a Contemporary usage of frege’, trans. Justin Clemens and sam gillespe, UMBR(a), 
no. 1, 2000, pp. 99-115.
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‘Metaphysics and the Critique of Metaphysics’, trans. Alberto Toscano, Pli: Warwick 
Journal of  Philosophy, no. 10, 2000, pp. 174-90.
‘of life as a name of Being, or, deleuze’s Vitalist ontology ’, Pli: Warwick Journal of  
Philosophy, no. 10, 2000.
‘Art and philosophy’, trans. Jorge Jauregui, Lacanian Ink, no. 17, 2000.
‘Who is nietzsche?’ trans. Alberto Toscano, Pli: Warwick Journal of  Philosophy, no. 11, 
2001, pp. 1-10.
‘The political as a procedure of Truth’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 19, 
2001, pp. 71-81.
‘highly speculative reasoning on the Concept of democracy’, trans. Jorge Jauregui, 
Lacanian Ink, no. 16, 2001.
‘The Ethic of Truths: Construction and potency’, trans. selma sowley, Pli: Warwick 
Journal of  Philosophy, no. 12, 2001, pp. 245-55.
‘on Evil: An interview with Alain Badiou’, with Christoph Cox and Molly Whalen, 
Cabinet, no. 5, 2001-2.
‘philosophical Considerations of some recent facts’, trans. steven Corcoran, Theory & 
Event, vol. 6, no. 2, 2002.
‘Existence and death’, trans. nina power and Alberto Toscano, Discourse: Journal for 
Theoretical Studies in Media and Culture, vol. 24, no. 1, 2002, pp. 63-73.
‘one divides into Two’, trans. Alberto Toscano, Culture Machine, no. 4, 2002.
‘Beyond formalisation: An interview’, with peter hallward and Bruno Bosteels, trans. 
Bruno Bosteels and Alberto Toscano, Angelaki: Journal of  Theoretical Humanities, vol. 
8, no. 2, 2003, pp. 111-36.
‘seven Variations on the Century’, Parallax, vol. 9, no. 2, 2003, pp. 72-80.
‘philosophical Considerations of the Very singular Custom of Voting: An Analysis 
Based on recent Ballots in france’, trans. steven Corcoran, Theory & Event, vol. 
6, no. 3, 2003.
‘logic of the site’, trans. steve Corcoran and Bruno Bosteels, Diacritics, vol. 33, no. 3, 
2003, pp. 141-50.
‘The scene of Two’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 21, 2003, pp. 42-55.
‘lack and destruction’, UMBR(a), no. 1, 2003, pp. 39-61.
‘A Conversation with Alain Badiou’, with goldenberg, Lacanian Ink, no. 23, 2004.
‘some replies to a demanding friend’, Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, 
Hallward, Peter, london, Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 232-7.
‘fifteen Theses on Contemporary Art’, Lacanian Ink, no. 23, 2004, pp. 103-19.
‘of an obscure disaster’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 22, 2004.
‘The flux and the party: in the Margins of Anti-oedipus’, trans. laura Balladur and 
simon krysl, Polygraph, no. 15-16, 2004, pp. 75-92.
‘fragments of a public diary on the American War Against iraq’, Contemporary French and 
Francophone Studies, vol. 8, no. 3, 2004, pp. 223-38.
‘fifteen Theses on Contemporary Art’, Lacanian Ink, no. 23, 2004, pp. 100-19.
‘An interview with Alain Badiou: universal Truths & the Question of religion’, with 
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Adam s. Miller,  Journal of  Philosophy and Scripture, vol. 3, no. 1, 2005, pp. 38-42.
‘democratic Materialism and the Materialist dialectic’, Radical Philosophy, vol. 130, 2005, 
pp. 20-4.
‘The Adventure of french philosophy’, New Left Review, no. 35, 2005, pp. 67-77.
‘selections from Théorie du sujet on the Cultural revolution’, trans. Alberto Toscano, 
lorenzo Chiesa, and nina power, positions: east asia cultures critique, vol. 13, no. 3, 
2005, pp. 635-48.
‘The Cultural revolution: The last revolution?’ trans. Bruno Bosteels, positions: east 
asia cultures critique, vol. 13, no. 3, 2005, pp. 481-514.
‘The Triumphant restoration’, trans. Alberto Toscano, positions: east asia cultures critique, 
vol. 13, no. 3, 2005, pp. 659-62.
‘further selections from Théorie du sujet on the Cultural revolution’, trans. lorenzo 
Chiesa, positions: east asia cultures critique, vol. 13, no. 3, 2005, pp. 649-58.
‘An Essential philosophical Thesis: “it is right to rebel against the reactionaries”’, 
trans. Alberto Toscano, positions: east asia cultures critique, vol. 13, no. 3, 2005, pp. 
669-77.
‘Manifesto of Affirmationism’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 24/25, 2005, 
pp. 92-109.
‘lacan. seminar, Book X: Anxiety’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 26, 
2005.
‘Anxiety’, trans. Barbara p. faulks, Lacanian Ink, no. 26, 2006, pp. 70-1.
‘The formulas of l’Étourdit’, trans. scott savaiano, Lacanian Ink, no. 27, 2006, pp. 80-
95.
‘lacan and the pre-socratics’, in slavoj Žižek (ed.), Lacan: The Silent Partners, london, 
Verso, 2006, pp. 7-16.
‘The subject of Art’, The Symptom, no. 6, spring 2005.
‘What is a philosophical institution? or: Address, Transmission, inscription’, trans. A. J. 
Bartlett, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 9-14.
CoMMEnTAriEs on BAdiou’s Work
Alliez, Eric, ‘Badiou: The grace of the universal’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 267-73.
Ashton, paul, A. J. Bartlett and Justin Clemens, ‘Masters & disciples: institution, 
philosophy, praxis’, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 1-8.
 Azman, M., ‘how to Think science? how does science Think?’ Filozofski vestnik, vol. 
26, no. 1, 2005.
Baldwin, Jon and nick haeffner, ‘“fault lines”: simon Critchley in discussion on Alain 
Badiou’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 295-307.
Balibar, Etienne, ‘The history of Truth: Alain Badiou in french philosophy’, Radical 
Philosophy, vol. 115, 2002, pp. 16-28.
Balibar, Etienne, ‘The history of Truth: Alain Badiou in french philosophy’, in peter 
hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, 
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Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 21-38.
Barker, Jason, Alain Badiou: A Critical Introduction, london, pluto, 2002.
Barker, Jason, ‘The Topology of revolution’, Communication and Cognition, vol. 36, no. 1-2, 
2003, pp. 61-72.
Barker, Jason, ‘Topography and structure’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 93-104.
Bartlett, A. J., ‘The pedagogical Theme: Alain Badiou and an Eventless Education’, anti-
THESIS, vol. 16, 2006, pp. 129-47.
Bartlett, A. J., ‘Conditional notes on a new republic?’, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 
1-2, 2006, pp. 39-67.
Baumbach, nico, ‘something Else is possible: Thinking Badiou on philosophy and Art’, 
Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 157-73.
Beistegui, Miguel de, ‘The ontological dispute: Badiou, heidegger, and deleuze’, in 
gabriel riera (ed.), Alain Badiou: Philosophy and Its Conditions, trans. ray Brassier, 
Albany, state university of new york, 2005, pp. 45-58.
Bell, V., ‘on the Critique of secular Ethics: An essay with flannery o’Connor and 
hannah Arendt’, Theory Culture & Society, vol. 22, no. 2, 2005.
Bensaid, daniel, ‘Alain Badiou and the Miracle of the Event’, in peter hallward (ed.), 
Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, Continuum Books, 
2004, pp. 94-105.
Besana, Bruno, ‘one or several Events? The knot between Event and subject in the 
Work of Alain Badiou and gilles deleuze’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 245-66.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘Alain Badiou’s Theory of the subject: The recommencement of 
dialectical Materialism? (part i)’, Pli: Warwick Journal of  Philosophy, no. 12, 2001, 
pp. 200-29.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘Alain Badiou’s Theory of the subject: The recommencement of 
dialectical Materialism? (part ii)’, Pli: Warwick Journal of  Philosophy, no. 13, 2002, 
pp. 173-208.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘on the subject of the dialectic’, in peter hallward (ed.), Think Again: 
Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 150-
64.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘logics of Antagonism: in the Margins of Alain Badiou’s “The flux 
and the party’’’, Polygraph, no. 15-16, 2004, pp. 93-107.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘post-Maoism: Badiou and politics’, positions: east asia cultures critique, vol. 
13, no. 3, 2005, pp. 575-634.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘The speculative left’, South Atlantic Quarterly, vol. 104, no. 4, 2005, pp. 
751-67.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘Badiou without Žižek’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 221-44.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘Can Change Be Thought? A dialogue with Alain Badiou’, in gabriel 
riera (ed.), Alain Badiou: Philosophy and Its Conditions, Albany, state university of 
new york, 2005, pp. 237-61.
Bosteels, Bruno, ‘Alain Badiou’s Theory of the subject: The recommencement of 
dialectical Materialism?’ in slavoj Žižek (ed.), Lacan: The Silent Partners, london, 
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Verso, 2006, pp. 115-68.
Bottomley, Anne, ‘shock to Thought: An Encounter (of a Third kind) with legal 
feminism’, Feminist Legal Studies, vol. 12, no. 1, 2004, pp. 29-65.
Brassier, ray, ‘stellar Void or Cosmic Animal? Badiou and deleuze’, Pli: Warwick Journal 
of  Philosophy, vol. 10, 2000.
Brassier, ray, ‘nihil unbound: remarks on subtractive ontology and Thinking 
Capitalism’, in peter hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  
Philosophy, london, Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 50-8.
Brassier, ray, ‘Badiou’s Materialist Epistemology of Mathematics’, Angelaki: Journal of  
Theoretical Humanities, vol. 10, no. 2, 2005, pp. 135-50.
Brassier, ray, ‘presentation as Anti-phenomenon in Alain Badiou’s Being and Event’, 
Continental Philosophy Review, 2006.
Brassier, ray and Alberto Toscano, ‘postface’, in ray Brassier and Alberto Toscano eds. 
and trans., Theoretical Writings, london, Continuum Books, 2005, pp. 233-41.
Brown, nicholas, ‘{∅, } ∈ {$}? or, Alain Badiou and slavoj Žižek, Waiting for 
something to happen’, CR: The New Centennial Review, vol. 4, no. 3, 2004, pp. 289-
319.
Bryant, levi r., ‘A lacanian Episteme?’ Communication and Cognition, vol. 36, no. 1-2, 
2003, pp. 121-7.
Byrne, richard, ‘Being M. Badiou: The french philosopher Brings his ideas to 
America, Creating a Buzz’, The Chronicle of  Higher Education, vol. 52, no. 29, 2006, 
pp. A. 20.
Calcagno, Antonio, ‘Jacques derrida and Alain Badiou: is There a relation between 
politics and Time?’ Philosophy and Social Criticism, vol. 30, no. 7, 2004, pp. 799-815.
Calcagno, Antonio, Politics and its Time: Derrida, Lazarus and Badiou, ph.d., university of 
guelph (Canada), 2004.
Calcagno, A., ‘Can Alain Badiou’s notion of Time Account for political Events?’ 
International Studies in Philosophy, vol. 37, no. 2, 2005, pp. 1-14.
Chiesa, lorenzo, ‘Count-as-one, forming-into-one, unary Trait, s1’, Cosmos and History, 
vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 68-93.
Clemens, Justin, ‘The lalangue of phalloi: lacan versus lacan’, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996.
Clemens, Justin, ‘platonic Meditations’, Pli: Warwick Journal of  Philosophy, vol. 11, 2001, 
pp. 200-29.
Clemens, Justin, ‘letters As the Condition of Conditions for Alain Badiou’, Communication 
and Cognition, vol. 36, no. 1-2, 2003, pp. 73-102.
Clemens, Justin, The Romanticism of  Contemporary Theory: Institution, Aesthetics, Nihilism, 
Aldershot, Ashgate, 2003.
Clemens, Justin, ‘doubles of nothing: The problem of Binding Truth to Being in the 
Work of Alain Badiou’, Filozofski vestnik, vol. 26, no. 2, 2005, pp. 21-35.
Clemens, Justin, ‘had We But Worlds Enough, and Time, this Absolute, philosopher…’, 
Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 277-310.
Clucas, stephen, ‘poem, Theorem’, Parallax, vol. 7, no. 4, 2001, pp. 48-65.
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Cobussen, Marcel, ‘noise and Ethics: on Evan parker and Alain Badiou’, Culture, Theory, 
and Critique, vol. 46, no. 1, 2005, pp. 29-42.
Copjec, Joan, ‘gai savoir sera: The science of love and the insolence of Chance’, in 
gabriel riera (ed.), Alain Badiou: Philosophy and Its Conditions, Albany, state university 
of new york, 2005, pp. 119-35.
Critchley, simon, ‘observations and Questions regarding A. Badiou’s Ethics doctrine’, 
Filozofski vestnik-Acta Philosophica, vol. 19, no. 1, 1998, pp. 21-31.
Critchley, simon, ‘demanding Approval: on the Ethics of Alain Badiou’, Radical 
Philosophy, vol. 100, 2000, pp. 16-27.
Critchley, simon, ‘on the Ethics of Alain Badiou’, in gabriel riera (ed.), Alain Badiou: 
Philosophy and Its Conditions, Albany, state university of new york, 2005, pp. 215-
35.
Cunningham, Conor, ‘lacan, philosophy’s difference, and Creation from no-one’, 
American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 78, no. 3, 2004, pp. 445-79.
de kesel, Marc, ‘Truth As formal Catholicism on Alain Badiou, saint paul: la 
fondation de l’universalisme’, Communication and Cognition, vol. 37, no. 3-4, 2004, pp. 
167-97.
desanti, Jean Toussaint, ‘some remarks on the intrinsic ontology of Alain Badiou’, in 
peter hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, 
Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 59-66.
devisch, ignaas, ‘democracy’s Content Thinking politics with Badiou and schmitt’, 
Communication and Cognition, vol. 36, no. 1-2, 2003, pp. 45-59.
dews, peter, ‘uncategorical imperatives: Adorno, Badiou and the Ethical Turn’, Radical 
Philosophy, vol. 111, 2002, pp. 33-7.
dews, peter, ‘states of grace: The Excess of the demand in Badiou’s Ethics of Truths’, 
in peter hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, 
Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 106-19.
dews, peter, ‘disenchantment and the persistence of Evil: habermas, Jonas, Badiou’, 
in Alan d. schrift (ed.), Modernity and the Problem of  Evil, Bloomington, indiana 
university press, 2005, pp. 51-65.
during, Elie, ‘how Much Truth Can Art Bear? on Badiou’s ‘inaesthetics’’, Polygraph, 
vol. 17, 2005, pp. 143-55.
düttmann, Alexander garcia, ‘What remains of fidelity after serious Thought’, in 
peter hallward (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, 
Continuum Books, 2004, pp. 202-7.
Eagleton, T., ‘subjects and Truths’, New Left Review, no. 9, 2001, pp. 155-60.
Eagleton, Terry, figures of dissent: Critical Essays on fish, spivak, Žižek and others, 
london, Verso, 2003.
feltham, oliver, ‘singularity happening in politics: The Aboriginal Tent Embassy, 
Canberra 1972’, Communication and Cognition, vol. 37, no. 3-4, 2004, pp. 225-45.
feltham, oliver, ‘And Being and Event and ...: philosophy and its nominations’, 
Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 27-40.
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feltham, oliver, ‘An Explosive genealogy: Theatre, philosophy and the Art of 
presentation’, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 226-40.
filewood, Alan, ‘impurity and the postcolonial subject’, Performance Research, vol. 9, no. 
4, 2004, pp. 95-8.
fink, Bruce, ‘Alain Badiou’, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996.
formis, Barbara, ‘Event and ready-Made: delayed sabotage’, Communication and 
Cognition, vol. 37, no. 3-4, 2004, pp. 247-61.
fraser, Zachary, ‘The law of the subject: Alain Badiou, luitzen Brouwer and the 
kripkean Analyses of forcing and the heyting Calculus’, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, 
no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 94-133.
gibson, Andrew, ‘Badiou, Beckett, Watt and the Event’, Journal of  Beckett Studies, vol. 12, 
no. 1-2, 2001, pp. 40-52.
gibson, Andrew, ‘narrative subtraction’, in Jörg helbig (ed.), Erzählen und Erzähltheorie 
im 20. Jahrhundert, heidelberg, Carl Winter universitätsverlag, 2001, pp. 213-31.
gibson, Andrew, ‘Three dialogues and Beckett’s Tragic Ethics’, Samuel Beckett Today/
Aujourd’hui: An Annual Bilingual Review/Revue Annuelle Bilingue, vol. 13, 2003, pp. 43-
54.
gibson, Andrew, ‘repetition and Event: Badiou and Beckett’, Communication and Cognition, 
vol. 37, no. 3-4, 2004, pp. 263-78.
gibson, Andrew, ‘Badiou and Beckett: Actual infinity, Event, remainder’, Polygraph, 
vol. 17, 2005, pp. 175-203.
gibson, Andrew, Beckett and Badiou: The Pathos of  Intermittency, oxford, oxford university 
press, 2007 (forthcoming).
gillespie, sam, ‘subtractive’, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 7-10.
gillespie, sam, ‘hegel unsutured (an Addendum to Badiou)’, UMBR(a), no. 1, 1996, pp. 
57-69.
gillespie, sam, ‘neighborhood of infinity: on Badiou’s deleuze: The Clamor of Being’, 
UMBR(a), no. 1, 2001, pp. 91-106.
gillespie, s., ‘placing the Void – Badiou on spinoza’, Angelaki: Journal of  the Theoretical 
Humanities, vol. 6, no. 3, 2001, pp. 63-77.
gillespie, sam, ‘Beyond Being: Badiou’s doctrine of Truth’, Communication and Cognition, 
vol. 36, no. 1-2, 2003, pp. 5-30.
gillespie, sam, The Mathematics of novelty: Badiou’s Minimalist Metaphysics, 
university of Warwick, Warwick, 2004.
gillespie, sam, ‘giving form to its own Existence: Anxiety and the subject of Truth’, 
Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 161-85.
glazener, nancy, ‘The novel, the social, and the Event: An international Ethical 
Encounter’, in Anna fahraeus (ed.), Textual Ethos Studies: or Locating Ethics, new 
york, rodopi, 2005, pp. 35-52.
grigg, russell, ‘lacan and Badiou: logic of the pas-tout’, Filozofski vestnik, vol. 26, no. 
2, 2005.
hair, lindsey, ‘“i love (u)”: Badiou on love, logic, and Truth’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, 
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pp. 127-42.
hair, lindsey, ‘ontology and Appearing: documentary realism as a Mathematical 
Thought’, Cosmos and History, vol. 1, no. 1-2, 2006, pp. 241-62.
hallward, peter, ‘Ethics Without others: A reply to Critchley on Badiou’s Ethics’, 
Radical Philosophy, vol. 102, 2000, pp. 27-30.
hallward, peter, ‘The singular and the specific: recent french philosophy’, Radical 
Philosophy, no. 99, 2000, pp. 6-18.
hallward, peter, ‘Badiou’s politics: Equality and Justice’, Culture Machine: Generating 
Research in Culture and Theory, no. 4, 2002.
hallward, peter, Badiou: A Subject to Truth, Minneapolis, university of Minnesota press, 
2003.
hallward, peter (ed.), Think Again: Alain Badiou and the Future of  Philosophy, london, 
Continuum Books, 2004.
hallward, peter, ‘depending on inconsistency: Badiou’s Answer to the “guiding 
Question of All Contemporary philosophy’’’, Polygraph, vol. 17, 2005, pp. 11-25.
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